Simulations were performed to investigate the effects of altered aortic pressure and 62 blood vessel diameters on myocardial BF heterogeneity which was quantified using 63 relative dispersion, fractal dimension, and transmural BF distribution.
Introduction 101 102
Dialysis is a life prolonging treatment but significantly reduces quality of life due to its 103 deleterious side effects on the heart. This mathematical modelling study explores 104 some of the coronary vasculature based causes of myocardial blood flow (BF) 105 heterogeneity. vasculature topologies can also be generated (Keelan et al., 2016) . The topology 137 data obtained from large animal hearts can be scaled to the human heart using 138 clinical angiograms (Dodge et al., 1992) . To permit generating a 3D geometry from 139 the topology, the bifurcation properties of the network have been quantified. In 140 accordance with Murray's law (Murray, 1926a, b) , the relationship between artery 141 segment lengths, diameters, and bifurcation angles and planes has been described 142 by Zamir and others (Zamir and Phipps, 1988; Zamir et al., 1983) . Using the 143 topology and Murray's law, algorithms that distributed the topology as uniformly as 144 possible in 3D space were developed. The algorithm, which may overall be called resistance is regulated by geometry alone, the BF and pressure at each location in 153 the network also depends on the properties of fluid flowing through the network.
Previous coronary vasculature theoretical models, extant experimental data: The

154
Blood is a biphasic fluid and alterations of its viscosity, dependent on haematocrit, 
166
The effects of structural defects on haemodynamic distribution have been studied by 167 Yang and Wang (Yang and Wang, 2013) . The availability of mathematical-168 computational tools such as the 3D coronary vasculature models has encouraged 169 the investigation of specific disease conditions in the heart (Zhang et al., 2014) . 
178
In this study, we endeavoured to exploit organ level vasculature modelling to 179 investigate potential causes for our clinical myocardial BF heterogeneity 180 observations.
182
Methods
184
1 Clinical imaging 185 186
It is thought that peritoneal dialysis increases coronary BF heterogeneity in patients.
187
CT imaging was performed to test whether adenosine, cooled dialysate, and (32.5°C), after which they were scanned with and without adenosine stress.
207
To assist the dynamic contrast enhanced CT scanning, a contrast agent (lopamidol) 208 was administered. The heart rate was also reduced using a beta-blocker that (Kassab et al., 1993) .
264
The total tree lengths were bounded to avoid non-physiologically short or long trees The downstream resistance at any bifurcation node was then computed recursively.
277
Elements that include segments of SN 8 to SN 11 constitute epicardial vessels point for the self-avoidance and boundary-avoidance algorithms as described by 296 Beard and Bassingthwaighte (Beard and Bassingthwaighte, 2000) . The methods are 297 described briefly for completeness.
299
To implement the self-avoidance algorithm, a vascular supply vector specific to an 300 arterial node, v s , was computed as follows:
. 
307
In addition to self-avoidance, boundary avoidance was implemented to constrain the were then pruned. Upon assignment of positions to all segments in the trees, the 342 pressure and BF were computed again using Poiseuille's law. 
405
Simulation experiments and data analysis were performed using a local cluster. In analysis was performed. FD was computed using an increasing number of instances.
443
The values of FD were found to fit an exponential decay curve exactly (Figure 2, 
444
Biii). From the fitted curve, it was found that the asymptotic value was 1.14. The 445 difference between our control BF map and the asymptotic value was 7%, and 446 therefore the error was deemed to be negligible.
448
Further, the transmural BF heterogeneity was quantified (Figure 3) . BF within layers Figure S3) . Figure S4) . Severe stenosis 479 also reduced the total perfusion by approximately 15% (Supplementary Figure S4) . 480 However, increased BF heterogeneity is reflected in the increase of RD as the 
469
Large artery blocking (stenosis) promotes BF bi-modality, generates low BF
Conclusions and Discussion
526
The main conclusions of this study are: CT is now an advanced field of imaging that provides a wide spectrum of BF data in 546 the heart (Cademartiri et al., 2017; Schindler, 2016) . In this study, the patient hearts 547 were imaged using a rest/stress protocol. It revealed that interventions have a 548 significant effect. The difference between rest/stress also highlighted inherent 549 vascular structural defects in the heart of patient 3 (Figure 1 , second row, last 550 column). Our CT protocols are being continually developed to fully exploit available 551 technologies. However, the BF structure-function appears as a combination of 552 several factors in the imaging, making modelling investigation necessary.
554
Based on experimental measurements, our model incorporates morphometry data 555 that gave realistic topologies of the coronary vasculature. The optimal assignment of 556 3D positions to the arterial tree nodes was performed using space filling algorithm 557 (Beard and Bassingthwaighte, 2000) . Accounting for limitations, an ensemble of 558 instances was generated whose average haemodynamic properties are presented.
559
The presented models BF heterogeneity (FD = 1.14) is in agreement with FD of 1. alteration of our models transmural heterogeneity as an approximation, and we bear 572 in mind that further development is required.
574
In this study, multi-modality in BF histograms due to large vessel severe stenosis 575 was observed in the model, which agrees with the imaging data. However, single 576 segment stenosis, or stenosis of high order segments, may be accompanied by an 577 auto-regulatory response. Although overall BF became multi-modal, the FD
578
(computed using the same methods as well as binning) was observed to be reduced.
579
In contrast, the modelling study by Meier et al. (Meier et al., 2004 ) which included 580 autoregulation showed that FD remained unchanged under stenosis. Remarkably,
581
the inclusion of autoregulation in the above study maintained uni-modality of BF 582 histograms, while increasing RD when low aortic pressure was applied.
583 584
The present model was constructed using a limited topology (SN 6 to SN 11). It was 585 also optimised using relatively straightforward space filling and boundary avoidance Generation of geometry is based on space filling, whereas optimisation of energy 656 expenditure or some measure will give improved distribution in the future. In the 657 future, we aim to develop a 4D XCT phantom that will permit patient specific BF 658 assessment along with other parameters (Fung et al., 2011) .
660
The lack of autoregulation is a significant simplification in our study. 
